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Overview of the Book - Monica’s Remarks 

 Let’s start with the definition -   what is unconscious or implicit bias : 

“The process of associating stereotypes or attitudes towards categories of 
people without conscious awareness” The important part here is that we don’t 
know that we are doing it! 

And because we don’t know that we are doing it: implicit bias can leads us to 
act in ways that are at odds with our values. How does that happen? 

After all, as liberal minded people, if we believe in equity, fairness, and 
equality for all, our actions should follow suit – but they don’t because of 
implicit bias. 

 Learning about implicit bias includes: 

1.     Information about the neuro science of bias – what is going on in our 
brains  

2.     How does that translate into biased decision making in our schools, in 
hospitals, in policing, and in places of employment.  This is where implicit 
bias contributes to structural racism that gives rise to and perpetuates 
inequities and harmful racial biases 

  

It is not a question “if” it is happening. The question is “when” it is happening 
and what can we do about it.  



  

What are the Big ideas that we find in this book 

 To begin with, a central idea we need to remember: Human beings are not 
born with negative biases. This is learned, primarily though our experiences of 
what is normal to us. 

 !.The Science of recognition 

Research has shown that all humans are better at recognizing faces of their 
own race. It is called “the other race effect”. Starting from when we are babies 
our brain builds a preference for those faces we see everyday. And so, it turns 
out that race can exert influence over some of the brains most basic functions. 
In the book she talks about her own experience of moving to a white school 
and having trouble sorting out who everyone is as they all look the same to 
her. In terms of crime, the example of going to Chinatown, because the older 
Chinese members could not tell them apart. 

 2.The dangers of stereotypes 

Categorizing, grouping like things together is something we all do. We are 
overloaded with stimuli and it is how are brains sorts things, allows us to make 
faster judgements, especially in times of danger, relying on patterns that seem 
predictable. 

When we categorize people into social groups and have beliefs about those 
social groups – that is creating stereotypes – and this is where we run into 
trouble. 

Those stereotypes are culturally generated and culturally specific. 

What characteristics are black people associated with? For white people, they 
are strongly associated with danger, threat and aggression. This association 
is so strong that sometimes black people themselves have this association. – 
the story of her 5 year old son worried about whether the only other black 
person on the plane was going to rob it – and he does not know why he says 
that. 



  

3. Selective attention and procedural justice. 

Selective attention Is a basic feature of brain functioning. Just as our brains use 
categorization to create a sense of coherence and control over a chaotic world, 
our brains use selective attention as well. Based on our goals and expectations, 
we make choices—often unconsciously—about what we attend to and what we 
do not.  

How does this play out with policing? 

 Research has shown that we all care just as much about how we are treated 
during an interaction, as much as the outcome. If we are treated fairly, with 
respect, and are given a voice, citizens will be more inclined to respect the 
authority of the police. 

But why do police need to be reminded of these principles during their 
encounters with minorities. Why are their encounters not respectful and why 
are there so many? It is hard for the police not to become cynical, when they 
are putting their lives on the line and the community does not trust them. They 
begin to see the 3% of the black population that is involved in violent crime as 
representing the whole community. This negative selective attention creates a 
pattern of distrust, on both sides. 

 Many officers who patrol diverse, high-crime communities come to view the 
racial disparities in policing as the sole result of who commits the crimes. 
People who live in those communities view those disparities as a result of 
police bias, because they know that the majority of their neighbors are not 
criminals. 

In procedural justice training, officers are taught to reorient their view—to think 
about every interaction with the public as they would a bank transaction. They 
can use that interaction to make a deposit that will increase trust and improve 
police-community relations, or they can allow it to become a withdrawal, de- 
creasing trust and increasing police-community tension. Each interaction has 



the capacity to influence people well beyond the individual officer and resident 
directly involved.  

 4.We are all human 

False science and false theories that allowed white people to rationalize 
slavery and the ensuing economic benefits have had lasting affects. This is 
the process of using animal imagery to dehumanize the other. Literally 
placing groups of people just above chimpanzees. Blacks are not the only 
marginalized group that have been discredited with animal imagery. Jews 
in Germany, the Roma in Italy, Muslims in Europe, and just about every 
immigrant group in America. However, black people have not been able to 
cross over to the white divide, like for instance the Irish or we Jews have. 
They remain shackled to this gross ape imagery. They are seen as 
cognitively challenged, dangerous, aggressive, violent and sexually 
unrestrained. Subliminal messaging continues to contribute to this gross 
characterization. In policing it shapes how the police react, and how the 
public evaluates the choices that the police make. 

Quoting Jennifer Eberhardt 

As social threats rise, cultural norms shift, and group polarization turns extreme, we 
are exposed to ever-more brazen displays of dehumanization, which threaten to 
magnify our worst impulses.  

But there is hope—our brains, our minds, are molded and remolded by our 
experiences and our environments. And the power to change our ways of thinking, to 
scrub away the residue of ancient demons, is in our hands.  

5.Home 

In our times bias been both exposed and reinforced by modern technology. 

Think about the ubiquity of smart phones , where displays of bias are 
captured routinely  by the cameras people have at their instant disposal. 

How does technology work to in tune with subconscious bias and serve to 
stigmatize innocent minorities. Eberhardt gives the example of Nextdoor, 



which is a social networking service used by millions, and allows people in 
neighbourhoods to communicate with each other. However in the crime 
and safety area, there was a problem – many racist overtones where the 
colour of your skin labeled you as suspicious, for just being in the 
neighbourhood.  

Research has shown how bias is most likely to surface when we’re fearful 
and moving quickly. Technology makes it easy to express ourselves at a 
moment’s notice, but unfortunately, that speed leads us to rely too heavily 
on subconscious bias.  

By making Nextdoor participants comply with 3 simple new rules which 
slowed them down: Focus on behavior, Give a full description, and most 
importantly not to assume criminality based on someone’s race or ethnicity. Racial profiling was 
expressly prohibited. They were successful in reducing racial profiling by more than 75% 

Living with diversity means becoming comfortable with people who might not 
look or think like you, who don’t share your experiences or perspectives. That 
process can be challenging, but it’s a golden opportunity to expand your 
horizons and examine your buried biases.  

6.The Power of Context 

Context can either weaken bias or exacerbate it. The benefits of interracial 
contact are conditional.  

Research has shown that an interaction has a much greater chance of 
piercing bias if it is between people of equal status, is condoned by 
authorities, and is personal rather than superficial. 

Forced desegregation is an example where context made bias worse. Just 
sitting in the same classroom together where both students and teachers are 
hostile does not allow for letting go of broad harmful stereotypes. When 
considered inferior, that stigma is communicated to, and absorbed by the 
people around you. 

What leads to success in addition to equal status: long and frequent contact 
where groups are able to become comfortable with one another, and even 



better, common goals or bonds. Faced with a common enemy, our biases are 
temporarily dissolved by the urge to bond together and survive. Eg Southern 
students in NY 

  

7.The Risks of Colour Blindness 

Try not to notice skin color. If you don’t allow yourself to think about race, you 
can never be biased. It sounds good in theory but it is unsupported by 
science. Our brains, our culture, and our instincts all lead us to use color as a 
sorting tool. Children pick up the notion that it is rude to even mention 
someone’s race. The problem with that is that: when we’re afraid, unwilling, or 
ill-equipped to talk about race, we leave young people to their own devices to 
make sense of the conflicts and disparities they see. And even more 
harmfully, can actually impede our move toward equality; when people focus 
on not seeing color, they may also fail to see discrimination. encouraging 
children to remain blind to race actually dampened their detection of 
discrimination. It left minority children to fend for themselves in an 
environment where the harm they endured couldn’t be seen and couldn’t be 
fixed . 

8.Change is Possible 

So where does that leave us. 

With implicit bias so consistently and pervasively distorting our judgment, it’s 
easy to become disheartened, to believe that there’s nothing we can do to 
combat our prejudices. But Eberhardt believes that change is possible.  

People are most vulnerable to implicit bias when they are thinking, speaking, 
and acting quickly. Without time to thoughtfully evaluate their judgments, they 
rely more heavily on their minds’ default outlook. So, she says, the next time 
you find yourself jumping to a quick conclusion about a person?- as we all do - 
simply slow down and ask yourself: “What specifically is making me feel this 
way? How much do I really know about this person 



 In this way, you can take your focus away from stereotypes and toward the 
specific individual in front of you.  

We can also combat our implicit biases by daring to discuss our differences in 
nonjudgmental, empathetic ways. Many of us believe that to talk about race is 
to risk sounding racist, , failing to acknowledge race leaves us blind to 
discriminatory and unjust behavior. So it’s not only acceptable, but preferable, 
to speak up about the fact that race is a real differentiating quality among us, 
and it leads to unique benefits and challenges as we move through the world. 
By recognizing someone’s race, we honor a key component of their identity, 
and begin to accept them for who they are.  

Lastly, remember that every person you meet is a unique individual. They 
experience joy, and sadness, and love just like you do. They are more than 
just a skin color, or a gender, or a face—they are a human being, just like you. 
And that is the beginning of true understanding.  

  

 


